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A comprehensive plan shall not constitute zoning regulations or establish zoning district boundaries.

This product is for informational purposes and may not have been prepared for or be suitable for legal, engineering, or surveying purposes. It does not represent an on-the-ground survey and represents only the approximate relative location of property boundaries.

This product has been produced by the Housing and Planning Department for the sole purpose of geographic reference. No warranty is made by the City of Austin regarding specific accuracy or completeness.

1. Mixed Employment District-discrete district of local manufacturing and commercial uses.

2. Industrial District-with conditions to protect environment.

3. Major Employment District
   Includes industrial & warehousing/ distribution uses serving Airport & City wide needs. Access to & from 183 & not on neighborhood streets.
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- Footnote: This product is for informational purposes and may not have been prepared for or be suitable for legal, engineering, or surveying purposes. It does not represent an on-the-ground survey and represents only the approximate relative location of property boundaries.

Important gateway site to residential along Springdale.

Small scale commercial mixed use.

Mix of neighborhood compatible commercial & residential.

Mix of commercial & residential. Could include some residential apartments.

Mostly commercial uses serving community needs- grocery store, banks, etc. Could also accommodate some residential component either above or behind retail uses.
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